DAMEN SONG CAM SHIPYARD

HOME OF THE WORLD’S FIRST TUGBOAT FACTORY
Damen Song Cam is a joint venture between Damen Shipyards Group (70%) from the Netherlands and Song Cam (30%), part of Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (SBIC) from Vietnam. The shipyard is located on a 43-hectare plot of land alongside the Cam river and just outside the city centre of Haiphong, Vietnam.

Damen Song Cam was officially opened on 20 March 2014 and is one of the more recent additions to Damen’s worldwide portfolio of shipyards. Within the Damen group, the yard is the preferred production location for standard tugs and workboats up to 60 metres long.

With the first phase of investment completed, Damen Song Cam is a state-of-the-art, dedicated outfitting shipyard. The hulls are procured from our partner Song Cam and, with the current facilities together with a workforce of approximately 750 employees, Damen Song Cam is able to deliver up to 40 workboats a year.

The facilities at Damen Song Cam’s 43-hectare site have been designed to maximise quality and efficiency. The shipyard also has plans for future investments to double capacity from the current 40 deliveries a year to 80.

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

As a Vietnamese shipyard, Damen Song Cam fully complies with modern, European standards for Quality (ISO9001), Health and Safety (OHSAS18001), Sustainability and Environment (ISO14001) and applicable requirements of IACS Z23 audited by Lloyd Register. Moreover, Damen Song Cam received a Grade A score in a JH143 audit, further proof that it is a modern, safe, high-quality and environmental-friendly shipyard.

Finally, as a guest of the Vietnamese nation, corporate social responsibility is an important and integral part of our company policy. We aim to be a good employer to the men and women who work for us and a good neighbour to the people and businesses that live and operate around us.
**Outfitting Hall**

All outfitting works are performed inside the dedicated outfitting hall. This ensures an optimal working environment for staff and equipment.

- Dimensions: 120 m x 85 m x 26 m.
- The hall is divided into 4 bays. Each is equipped with three 25-tonne gantry cranes.
- Working platforms at 5 m & 8 m levels. These include stores, offices, swing arms, utility connections and workshops.

**Paint Shop**

Within its dedicated, climate-controlled paint shop, Damen Song Cam can bring down the relative humidity, ensuring top-quality paint work every time.

- Dimensions: 75 m x 50 m x 26 m.
- The paint shop consists of 2 bays, each divisible into 2 sections.
- One of the bays is also equipped for blasting, including dust collection and wall protection.

**Floating Jetties**

Once the outfitting and painting works are completed, vessels are moored alongside floating jetties for commissioning.

- 2 floating jetties each of 80 m.
- Access bridge capable of taking forklifts.
- All utility connections.
- Crane capacity maximum of 18t (5t at 70m).

---

**Shiplift**

With its Rolls-Royce shiplift, Damen Song Cam is able to dock and launch all workboats from the Damen portfolio in an efficient and controlled way.

- Dimensions: 60 m x 24 m.
- Draught above the platform is up to 9 m.
- 12 hoists with a total net lifting capacity of 3,500 t.

---

**Damen Song Cam Shipyard**

The yard has a comprehensive range of facilities onsite to ensure its ability to deliver a broad scope of works across the maritime sectors, encompassing repair, conversion and maintenance services.

A Warehouse
B Steel, Piping and Mechanical workshops
C Paint shop
D Carpentry and Electrical workshops
E Outfitting hall
F Office building
G Commissioning office
H Tower crane
I Shiplift
J Floating jetty
Damen Song Cam Shipyard is a joint venture between the Damen Shipyards Group and Song Cam Shipyard. The Damen Shipyards group operates 34 shipbuilding and repair yards, employing 10,000 people worldwide. Damen has delivered more than 6,000 vessels in more than 100 countries and delivers some 160 vessels annually to customers worldwide. Based on its unique, standardised ship-design concept Damen is able to guarantee consistent quality.

Damen Song Cam Shipyard is the preferred production location for Damen tugs and workboats up to 60 metres long. The yard is renowned for its exceedingly high standards of HSEQ and for state-of-the-art facilities, including a climate-controlled paint shop, and for its production line delivery of high quality, proven vessels.